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Using the cutter bar made with composite rather than metal in high rotating speed milling or boring operations is a new attempt
for suppressing chatter of the cutting system.*is is because composite material has much higher specific stiffness and damping as
well as dynamic stiffness compared to metal. But, for a rotating composite cutter bar, larger internal damping (or rotational
damping) occurs, and such damping may cause the rotor instability in the perspective of rotor dynamics. On the other hand, the
effect of internal damping of a rotating composite cutter bar on the chatter stability in high speed cutting process is also an
important issue worthy of concern. In this paper, a new dynamic model of the cutting system with a rotating composite cutter bar
is presented. *e cutter bar is modelled as a rotating, cantilever, tapered, composite Euler–Bernoulli shaft, subjected to a re-
generative cutting force. Modal damping loss factors are described based on the viscoelastic constitutive relation of composite
combined with an energy approach. *e governing equations of the system are obtained by employing Hamilton principle.
Galerkin method is used to discretize the partial differential equations of motion. *e frequency-domain solution of stability
proposed by Altintas and Budak [14] is extended and used to predict the chatter stability of the cutting system. *e results reveal
the inherent relationship between internal damping instability and cutting chatter. *e effects of the geometry parameters of the
cutter bar, ply angle, stacking sequences, and internal and external damping are examined.

1. Introduction

*e cutter bar used in the milling or boring operation is
frequently long and slender and thus sensitive to exci-
tation forces introduced by the material deformation
process in the machining operations. For example, using
conventional steel boring bars in boring process, the
chatter usually occurs when the aspect ratio l/d of the
boring bars is larger than 5 due to the low dynamic
stiffness of steel. Chatter is a type of self-excited vibration,
which is mainly caused by the interaction between cutting
forces and undulation on the workpiece surface produced
by the previous tool passes. Chatter is detrimental for
machining precision and machining quality of the surface.
Moreover, chatter may cause the decrease of service life of
cutting tool and machine tool.

Since the beginning of the 20th century, considerable
technique progress for reducing machining vibrations has

been made. Chatters can be suppressed by employing either
active or passive damping techniques [1]. Although active
control is more effective in chatter suppression, it is very
expensive, since the active control device is complex in
design and consumes high external power. In contrast,
passive control device does not need external energy and is
easy to implement. In order to increase chatter resistance,
boring bar may be equipped with some special passive
damping devices [2–5]. However, the special damping de-
vices are not suitable for slender cutting tool used in deep
hole boring operations because of installation difficulties. In
recent years, the development of advanced composite has
provided a novel way to suppress cutting chatter. It is
discovered that carbon fiber epoxy composite materials have
a much higher specific stiffness and higher damping than
conventional cutting tool materials. If composite is
employed, the dynamic stiffness and fundamental natural
frequency of cutter bar may be improved simultaneously.
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*is is very beneficial for the stability of high rotational
speed machining for deep holes.

Lee and Suh [6] developed a fixed type graphite/epoxy
composite boring bar whose l/d was 5.6 and allowable depth
of cut was 5 times higher than that of the conventional steel
boring bar. Nagano et al. [7] designed a fixed type carbon
fiber/epoxy composite boring bar having different shaped
steel cores; its aspect ratio without chatter was 7; and they
investigated the effects of steel core shape on the bending
stiffness and the natural frequency of carbon fiber epoxy
composite boring bars. Yuhuan et al. [8] developed a the-
oretical analysis model for the prediction of the chatter
stability of the composite boring bar with constrained layer
damping in order to suppress the chatter of composite
boring bar.

But these previous researches on stability analysis for the
boring process have focused on boring with stationary
composite boring bars and rotating workpieces in which the
cutting force directions on the tools in the inertial coordi-
nates are fixed. In fact, employing rotating boring bars and
stationary workpieces is also a commonly used way in
machining process.

Lee et al. [9] designed and manufactured a rotating
composite boring bar. Dynamic optimum design for the
composite boring bar was experimentally conducted
through vibration tests and cutting process. Kim et al. [10]
addressed the forced response and stability of a rotating
tapered composite cutter bar subjected to cutting forces. Ma
and Ren [11] investigated the free vibration and chatter
stability of a rotating thin-walled composite bar under the
action of regenerative milling force. Results showed that
rotary gyroscopic effects lower the critical depth of cut in
high speed milling.

Considering rotating composite cutting tool in cutting
process will pose some new questions worthy of exploration.
From the perspective of rotor dynamics, effect of internal
damping on the dynamic stability of rotating composite
shaft is related not only to energy dissipative properties of
composite but also to rotating speed of the shaft [12]. Once
the rotating speed of a shaft exceeds instability threshold,
internal damping destabilizes the whirling motion. Since
composite has relatively high-damping characteristics, for a
shaft made with composite materials, instability caused by
internal damping cannot be ignored.

Internal damping is also called rotating damping to
distinguish it from external damping (or called nonrotating
damping). As a rotating system, rotating composite cutter
bar also has the dynamic instability problem similar to the
rotating composite drive shaft induced by internal damping.

In particular, if the rotating speed of composite cutter
bar is above the instability threshold, the behavior of chatter
stability in the cutting process may be influenced by com-
posite internal damping, and some new chatter unstable
phenomenon may occur.

Accurate prediction of internal damping characteristics
of composite cutter bar and, on this basis, considering the
effect of the internal damping on cutting stability are
therefore fundamental for the dynamic design of the ma-
chining process with high rotating speed composite cutter

bar. However, no work seems to have been reported towards
the damping model and analysis for composite cutter bar to
date. Also, a few studies involve the effect of the internal
damping on cutting stability for rotating composite cutter
bar.

Although the influences of gyroscopic effect, taper ratio,
and internal damping of composite tool have been con-
sidered in [10, 11], the internal damping parameter used is
given empirically. Ren and Zhang [13] have studied the
chatter stability in cutting process with a rotating tapered
cutter bar considering internal and external damping, where
the cutter bar was made of steel. No studies of damping
dissipative mechanism for composite cutter bar have been
carried out in the previous literatures. Moreover, the critical
rotating speed and instability threshold of rotating com-
posite cutter bar have not been considered, and the rela-
tionship between internal damping instability and chatter
instability has not been clarified.

In this paper, the cutting dynamic model that employs a
rotating tapered composite cutter bar and includes the
effect of internal and external damping is developed to
predict chatter stability in milling operation. *e cutter bar
is acted upon by a regenerative cutting force. *e damping
properties of the cutter bar are described based on vis-
coelastic constitutive equations of composite and an energy
approach. *e governing equations of system are obtained
by employing Hamilton principle combined with the
Euler–Bernoulli theory. Galerkin method is used to dis-
cretize the partial differential equations of motion and
produce the coupled ordinary differential-delay equations
of cutting system. *e modal loss factors of cutter bar are
predicted by analyzing the free vibration of the nonrotating
cutter bar. *e critical rotating speed and instability
threshold can be further obtained from the eigenvalue
analysis for rotating cutter bar. A frequency domain
method developed by Altintas and Budak [14] is modified
and used here to predict the cutting stability, and the
numerical integration validation is also provided. *e in-
fluence of taper ratio, aspect ratio, ply angle, stacking se-
quences, and internal and external damping is examined.
*e results demonstrate significant effects of rotation and
internal damping on the stability of cutter bar. At a high
rotating speed, new unstable regions are developed, which
do not exist in absence of rotation or internal damping.
Meanwhile, the results suggest that the starting rotating
speed of the new instable region equals to the instability
threshold of cutter bar.

2. Mathematical Model

2.1. Equations of Motion. Figure 1 shows a rotating tapered
composite cutter bar with a rotating speed Ω, and the cross
section radius varies linearly with distance x from the fixed
end: R(x) � [1 − (1 − σ)x/l]RT, where l denotes the bar
length, σ � RR/RT denotes the taper ratio of the cutter bar,
and RT and RR denote the external radius at the fixed and
free end, respectively.

*e kinetic energy of a rotating tapered composite cutter
bar can be expressed as
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where uy and uz denote the displacements of the central line
of the cutter bar in y and z directions, respectively. ψz and ψy

denote the rotations about y- and z-axes, respectively. m(x)

and Im(x) denote the mass per unit length and the mass
moment of inertia, respectively. In these equations, the
superposed dots denote derivatives with respect to the time t.

For an M-layered laminate cutter bar (see Figure 2), the
mass per unit length m(x) and the moment of mass inertia
Im(x) can be written as [15]

m(x) � π 

M
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ρk r
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(2)

where rk(x) and rk+1(x) are the internal and external radius
of layer k and ρk is the mass density of layer k.

*e expression for kinetic energy is
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where I(x) denotes the area moment of inertia, and the
spatial varying flexural stiffness of the composite cutter bar
can be expressed as [15]

D11(x) �
π
4
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4
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4
k(x) , (4)

where Q11 is off-axis stiffness. *e detailed definitions for
Q11 are given in the Appendix.

*e virtual work due to the nonconservative forces can
be broken down the virtual work done by the external
damping forces and that which is done by the internal
damping:
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δWddt � 
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I
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E
ddt. (5)

Assuming that the cutter bar is subjected to distributed
external damping force that is proportional to flexural vi-
bration velocity of the cutter bar and the effect of shear
deformation is neglected, the virtual work due to the external
damping can be expressed as
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(6)

where CE denotes the viscous external damping coefficient.
According to [16], the flexural bending moments of the

cutter bar can be written as
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(7)

where CI denotes Kelvin–Voigt internal damping coefficient.
*e first term of equation (7) is the conservative moment

and it has already been reflected in the potential energy
equation, equation (3). *e rest of the terms represent the
nonconservative moments that are resultant of the internal
damping.*us, the virtual work due to the internal damping
can be expressed as
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(8)

*e virtual work of the external force can be expressed as

δW � 
l

0
Lyδuy + Lzδuz dx, (9)

where

Ly � FyδD(x − l),

Lz � FzδD(x − l).
(10)

where δ is the variation symbol and δD is the Dirac function.
Based on the Bernoulli–Euler beam theory, the rotation

angle and the displacement meet the following relations:

ψz � −
zuz

zx
,

ψy �
zuy

zx
.

(11)

In order to derive the equation of motion of the cutting
system, the following expression can be used based on the
Hamilton principle:


t2

t1

δ(T − U)dt + 
t2

t1

δWdt + 
t2

t1

δWddt � 0. (12)

By substituting equations (1), (3), (6), (8), and (9) into
equation (12), the bending-bending coupled equations of
motion can be obtained as

m(x)€uy + CE _uy − Im(x)
z2 €uy

zx2 − 2Im(x)Ω
z2 _uz

zx2 −
z2Mz

zx2 � Ly,

(13)

m(x) €uz + CE _uz − Im(x)
z2 €uz

zx2 + 2Im(x)Ω
z2 _uy

zx2 −
z2My

zx2 � Lz.

(14)
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2.2. Cutting Force Model. A rotating cutter bar and a fixed
workpiece couple have dynamic flexibilities in two or-
thogonal directions, as shown in Figure 3. It is assumed that
the cutter bar has S teeth and the rotating speed Ω that
produce vibration displacements along y-axis and z-axis
directions as shown in Figure 3.

*e total regenerative cutting forces acting on the cutter
bar contributed by all teeth can be written as [14]

F{ } �
1
2

bKt[A(t)] ΔU{ }, (15)

where

F{ } � Fy Fz 
T
,
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T
,
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.

(16)

ΔUy(t) � Uy(t) − Uy(t − τ); ΔUz(t) � Uz(t) − Uz(t −

τ). τ denotes the passing interval of the tooth, b denotes the
axial cutting depth, Kt and Kr denote tangential and radial
cutting coefficients, respectively, and ayy, ayz, azy, and azz

denote directional coefficients that depend on time and the
immersion angle j vary with time as ϕj (ϕj � ϕp + jϕ, in
which ϕp � 2π/S denotes the cutter pitch angle).

*e unit step function g(ϕj) is used to represent whether
the tooth is cut in or cut out:

g ϕj  �
1, ϕst < ϕj < ϕex,

0, otherwise,
 (17)

where ϕst and ϕex are start and exit immersion angles of the
cutter to and from the cut. As the cutter bar rotates, the
directional coefficient of the cutter changes periodically with
time.

It should be noted that ΔU{ } has the form
uy(l, t) − uy(l, t − τ) uz(l, t) − uz(l, t − τ) 

T
in equations

(13) and (14), since the cutting acts at the free end of the
cutter bar.

2.3. Critical Rotating Speed and Instability5reshold. In this
section, the damped free vibration characteristics of cutting
system are analyzed by setting the cutting forces in equations
(13) and (14) to zero.*erefore, partial differential equations
of motion are firstly discretized by using Galerkin method.

Free vibration solutions to equations of cutting system
are

uy � 
N

j�1
Uyj(t)ψj(x),

uz � 
N

j�1
Uzj(t)ψj(x),

(18)

where ψi(x)(j � 1, 2, 3, . . . , N) are the mode shapes of a
uniform, nonrotating, isotropic, cantilever Euler–Bernoulli
beam, which meets the boundary conditions ψj(x)|x�0 �

dψj(x)/dx|x�0 � d2ψj(x)/dx2|x�l � d3ψj(x)/dx3|x�l � 0.
Substituting (18) into (13) and (14) with {F} = {0}, the

Galerkin procedure yields the following equations of
motion:

[M] €U(t)  + [C(Ω)] _U(t)  + [K(Ω)] U(t){ }� 0{ }, (19)
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x
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Figure 1: Schematic of the rotating tapered composite cutter bar.
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In equation (20), the mathematical expressions of matrix
elements are given as


l

0
m(x)ψi(x)ψj(x)dx � Mij,


l
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Im(x)ψi(x)ψj

″(x)dx � Imij,
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ij, i, j � 1, 2, . . . , N,

(21)

where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to x. Note
that the damping matrix [C(Ω)] contains gyroscopic effect
and internal damping.*e former is only related to damping
matrix. *e stiffness matrix [K(Ω)] is associated with in-
ternal damping. *e presence of the cross-coupled stiffness
coefficients may induce the internal damping instability.

In order to determine the external and internal damping
coefficients, the following expression can be derived
according to the definition of the damping ratio of 1-DOF
free vibration systems:

D
I

11 + D
E

11 � 2ς
��������������

D11 M11 − Im11( 



, (22)

where ς denotes the total damping ratio.
*e total damping ratio ς can be expressed as the sum of

internal and external damping ratios; namely, ς � ςE + ςI.
*en, the internal damping coefficient can be calculated

as

D
I

11 � 2ςI

��������������

D11 M11 − Im11( 



. (23)

If ς and ςI are given, the external and internal damping
coefficients CE and CI can be obtained using equations (22)
and (23).

*e internal damping ratio ςI is related to the modal loss
factors ηI:

ςI �
1
2
ηI, (24)

where ηI denotes the modal loss factors, which can be de-
fined by using an energy approach [17].

ηI �
1
2π

X{ }T[C] X{ }

X{ }T[ K] X{ }
, (25)

where X{ } is the undamped mode deflection of the tapered
nonrotating cutter bar and [ K] and [C] are the stiffness and
damping matrices, respectively, which have the forms

[C] �
DI 0

0 DI
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦,

[ K] �
D 0

0 D
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦.

(26)

In the previous equations, the elements of damping
matrix are given by [15]

y
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r α

r 1 r 2

r M
+1

Figure 2: M-layered laminate of the cutter bar.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the cutting force.
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ηis denotes the off-axis damping dissipation factor of the
composite layer. *e detailed expressions can be found in
the Appendix.

For a tapered rotating composite cutter bar, equation
(19) provides the following characteristic problem:

[0] [I]

− [M]− 1[K(Ω)] − [M]− 1[C(Ω)]
 

U(t){ }

_U(t) 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ � λ

U(t){ }

_U(t) 
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠,

(28)

where [0] and [I] denote the zero matrix and identity
matrix, respectively.

*e eigenvalues of equation (28) are
λk�σk + iωk, (k � 1, 2, . . .), where the real part σk is the
decay rate and the imaginary part ωk is the whirl frequency,
which are rotating-speed-dependent. In order to obtain the
critical rotating speed and instability threshold of the ro-
tating composite cutter bar, the Campbell diagram and
decay rate plot are needed.

2.4. Stability Analysis. *e discretized dynamic equation of
the cutting system can be represented as follows:

[M] €U(t)  +[C(Ω)] _U(t)  +[K(Ω)] U(t){ }

�
bKt

2
[A(t)][Z] U(t){ } − U(t − τ){ }{ },

(29)

where the elements of the matrix [Z] have the following
form:

Zij � ψi(l)ψj(l), i, j � 1, 2, . . . , N. (30)

Note that there will be effects on the chatter stability of
cutting system due to the time-delay terms U(t − τ){ } in
equation (29).

*e time-dependent coefficients and the delay terms
bring difficultly to the solution of the differential equations.
Minis and Yanushevsky [18] presented a comprehensive
analytical method in solving this problem, which is com-
plicated and involves extensive computation. Altintas and
Budak [14] proposed a simple frequency domain method for
a lumped mass model, which is extended and used here for
analytical prediction of stability in the cutting system.

According to the method of Altintas and Budak [14], the
periodic directional matrix [A (t)] is firstly expanded into a
Fourier series, and only its average component (constant
term or the zero order solution) is considered:
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1
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S
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(31)

*e elements in directional matrix can be written as [14]

αyy �
1
2
cos 2 ϕ − 2Krϕ + Kr sin 2 ϕ( 

φex
φst

,

αyz �
1
2

− sin 2 ϕ − 2ϕ + Kr sin 2 ϕ( 
φex
φst

,
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1
2
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φex
φst

,

αzz �
1
2
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φex
φst

.

(32)

Accordingly, the cutting force in equation (15) becomes

F{ } �
1
2

bKt A0  ΔU{ }, (33)

where [A0] is a time invariant matrix.
Replacing [A(t)] with [A0], equation (29) becomes

[M] €U(t)  +[C(Ω)] _U(t)  +[K(Ω)] U(t){ } �
1
2
Ktb G0  ΔU{ },

(34)

where

G0  �
S

2π

αyy[Z] αyz[Z]

αzy[Z] αzz[Z]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

ΔU{ } � U(t){ } − U(t − τ){ }.

(35)

*e cutting forces are treated as concentrated loads at the
tip of the cutter bar (x� l), so the cutting force matrix [G0] is
mode-functions-dependent (e.g., the elements of [G0] have
the form αyy[Z] � αyyψi(l)ψj(l), etc.).

*e zero-order solution is adequate for prediction of
stability in most cases [19–21], because most of the vibration
energy remains in the vicinity of modal frequencies, and the
harmonics are low-pass-filtered by the structural modes [21].

By conducting Laplace transformation on equation (34)
and assuming ] � λ + iω, it can be found that the value of ] is
connected with system stability:

If λ> 0, the system is in unstable state
If λ< 0, the system is in stable state
If λ� 0, the system is in the critical state between stable
and unstable states

Let λ= 0; by substituting ] � iωc into the equation after
Laplace transformation of equation (34), the following ex-
pression can be written as
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where ωc denotes the chatter frequency.
*e transfer function has the following form:
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c[M] + iωc[C(Ω)] +[K(Ω)] 

− 1
. (37)

Equation (36) can be rewritten as
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1
2
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*e system of linear equation (38) has a nontrivial so-
lution if its determinant is zero:

det [I] −
1
2
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− iωcT
  




� 0. (39)

*e stability of the cutting system can be transformed
into the characteristic value of the following characteristic
equation:

det [I] + Λ E0 ωc,Ω(    � 0, (40)

where

Λ � −
S

4π
Ktb 1 − e

− iωcT
 , (41)

E0 ωc,Ω(   �
2π
S

G0  G ωc,Ω(  . (42)

For a given ωc, equation (40) gives a set of complex
eigenvalues:

Λ � ΛR + iΛI. (43)

*e limit cutting depth in cutting process can be given
from equation (41) as

blim � −
Λ

4π/SKt(  1 − e− iωcT( )
. (44)

Substituting Λ � ΛR + iΛI and e− iωcT � cosωcT −

i sinωcT into equation (44), one has

blim � −
2π
SKt

ΛR 1 − cosωcT(  + ΛI sinωcT

1 − cosωcT


+ i
ΛI 1 − cosωcT(  − ΛR sinωcT

1 − cosωcT
.

(45)

Since blim is a real number, the imaginary part of
equation (45) must vanish:

ΛI 1 − cosωcT(  − ΛR sinωcT � 0, (46)

or κ �
ΛI

ΛR

�
sinωcT

1 − cosωcT
. (47)

From equation (47),

ωcT � cos− 1 1 − κ2

1 + κ2
  � − cos− 12ψ. (48)

Note that κ � ΛI/ΛR � tan− 1 ψ, and ψ is the phase angle.
From equation (48),

T �
ε + 2jπ
ωc

, (49)

where ε � π − 2ψ denotes the phase shift of the vibration
mark between the present tooth and the previous tooth.
*us, the rotating speedΩ is simply calculated asΩ � 60/ST.

By substituting equation (47) into the real part of
equation (45), the final expression for limit cutting depth is

blim � −
2πΛR

SKt

1 + κ2 , (50)

where ψ denotes the phase angle and ε denotes the phase
shift of the vibration mark between the present tooth and the
previous tooth.

It is important to note that, in our model, the structural
transfer function changes with rotating speed (see equation
(37)).*us, the solution algorithm presented by Altintas and
Budak [14] cannot be directly applied here, since the stability
problem deals with the nonrotating cutter bar in Altintas
and Budak’s model [14].

In this paper, to predict the stability lobes of the cutting
system, the method developed by Altintas and Budak [14] is
extended by constructing an iterative scheme.

*e stability lobes can be calculated according to the
following procedure:

(1) Calculate the directional matrix in accordance with
the milling cutter’s material and geometrical
parameters

(2) Start a loop incrementing the spindle speed Ω
(3) Calculate the natural frequency corresponding to the

rotating speed
(4) Scan the chatter frequency ωc by using the natural

frequency as the reference, and calculate the transfer
function

(5) Calculate real and imaginary parts according to
equation (40), and solve the critical axial cutting
depth blim and the corresponding rotating speed Ω

(6) If the difference between the rotating speed obtained
in step 5 and input rotating speed in step 2 satisfies
the required precision, plot the stability lobes by
usingΩ the x-axis and blim as the y-axis, respectively;
otherwise, repeat the iterative procedures until the
results converge

(7) Select the new j and calculate the adjacent lobes

3. Numerical Results and Discussion

Employing the formulation derived in the previous sections,
the modal loss factor, the natural frequencies, decay ratio for

Mathematical Problems in Engineering 7



the rotating composite cutter bar, and the stability lobes of
the cutting process with the cutter bar are calculated in this
section. To validate the developed model of this paper,
comparisons are made between the present solutions and
those reported in literature and obtained using ANSYS.

3.1. Validation

3.1.1. Example 1. *e first example is circular tubular
composite cantilever beams. *eir modal loss factors are
calculated using equation (25) and compared with those
available in [17] based on three-dimensional beam and shell
finite element. In this example, circular tubular composite
cantilever beams of mid-surface diameter d� 352mm and
wall thickness h� 10.16mm are considered. *e first
bending loss factor and frequency obtained using the present
model are shown in Table 1 together with those of [17]. In
this analysis, three shape functions are utilized for obtaining
the convergent results. As can be seen from the table, our
results are close to those predicted by the finite element
model, except the aspect ratio l/d� 6.5, which is not in the
applicable range of Euler–Bernoulli beam theory.

3.1.2. Example 2. *e second example is a tapered com-
posite cutter bar. *e rotation of the cutter bar is not
considered here. In this example, the external diameter of
the tapered composite cutter bar at the free end is 0.06m,
and the wall thickness h� 0.04m. *e length l and the ex-
ternal diameter of the fixed end can be determined by the
given taper and aspect ratios. *e stacking sequence of the
composite cutter bar is represented as [±θ]8.

*e cutter’s material properties are listed in Table 2, and
its natural frequencies and dampings are presented in
Tables 3–5 which show the effect of ply angle, aspect ratio,
and taper ratio, respectively. Figure 4 presents the 3D FEM
structural model of the tapered composite cutter bar ob-
tained by ANSYS FE code. *e structural discretization for
the tapered cutter bar is performed by using the sweeping
algorithms formesh generation of hexahedron. In total, 8032
elements are generated. Rayleigh damping is set, and the
modal analysis results are obtained by the QR Damped
eigenvalue extraction method.

As shown in Tables 3–5, the results based on the present
model are consistent with the results of ANSYS finite ele-
ment dynamic analysis. Moreover, it can be seen from
Tables 3–5 that the convergence of results is good with
respect to the numbers of mode shape functions N. In fact,
only three modal functions are found to be adequate for
convergence.

3.1.3. Example 3. *e third example is a rotating tapered
composite cutter bar; all of its properties are the same as
those of the second example. *e first whirling forward
(FW1) and backward (BW1) frequencies corresponding to
different rotational speeds for the rotating tapered com-
posite cutter bar of different ply angles are presented in

Table 6 with those obtained using ANSYS. It can be seen
from Table 6 that the difference between the present model
and ANSYS solution in obtaining the whirling frequencies is
small.

3.1.4. Example 4. *e fourth example is a milling process
with a 2-DOF cutter bar. Figure 5 shows plots of stability lobes
in (blimΩ) plane predicted using the present model and the
model by Altintas and Budak [14]. *e structural dynamic
parameters of the cutter bar and the process parameters
involved are obtained from the same work [14]: ωnx � 389Hz,
ωny � 348Hz, kx � 5.54×107N/m, ky � 2.14× 107N/m,
ςx � 0.04, ςy � 0.1, Kt � 1500MPa, Kr � 0.3, S� 8, Φst� 0°, and
Φex � 90°. *e gyroscopic effect of the cutter bar is considered
in the present model but not in the model of [14]. As a result,
the limiting depth of cut for the rotating-bar case is lower than
that for the non-rotating-bar case, as shown in Figure 5. If the
rotation of the cutter bar is neglected, the results of the present
model can be reduced into the result of [14].

3.2. Modal Loss Factors. In this subsection, the modal loss
factors of a tapered composite cutter bar are calculated by
the present method. *e structural and material properties
and the stacking sequence of this cutter bar are identical to
those used in the second example, which will also be used in
later subsections.

Employing the Galerkin method convergence of the loss
factor of the cutter bar corresponding to the mode shape
functions’ number N is described in Table 7. Various ply
angles are considered, and the maximum value of N in the
calculation is 4. It is seen that 3 terms’ results are the same as
2 terms’ results. So, N� 3 will be used in the following
subsections, unless otherwise specified.

Table 1: Modal damping of circular composite beams.

Lamination
Modal loss factor (%)

First flapping
Beam [17] Shell [17] Present

[0]16

l/d� 6.5 0.85 1.02 0.65
l/d� 13 0.70 0.78 0.65
l/d� 26 0.66 0.70 0.65
l/d� 104 0.65 — 0.65

[90]16

l/d� 6.5 2.37 2.37 2.34
l/d� 13 2.35 2.25 2.34
l/d� 26 2.35 2.17 2.34
l/d� 104 2.35 — 2.34

[02/902/452/− 452/]s

l/d� 6.5 1.45 1.45 1.31
l/d� 13 1.44 1.45 1.31
l/d� 26 1.44 1.44 1.31
l/d� 104 1.44 — 1.31

[45/− 45]8

l/d� 6.5 2.42 2.36 2.38
l/d� 13 2.44 2.39 2.38
l/d� 26 2.45 2.39 2.38
l/d� 104 2.45 — 2.38
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Figure 6 shows the variation of modal loss factor of the
composite cutter bar with ply angle. It can be seen that the

loss factor in the first mode increases with the value of ply
angle increasing from 0° to 81°. It is minimum at 0° ply angle,

Table 2: Composite material properties [12].

ρ (kg/m3) E11 (GPa) E22 (GPa) G12 (GPa) v21 η1 (%) η2 (%) η4 (%) η5 � η6 (%)
1446.2 172.7 7.2 3.76 0.3 0.45 4.22 7.05 7.05

Table 3: *e natural frequencies of the nonrotating tapered composite cutter bar with different ply angles (ς� 0.01, L/d� 10, and σ � 0.75).

θ Mode
Natural frequency (Hz) Damping
Present

ANSYS
Present

ANSYS
N� 1 N� 2 N� 3 N� 4 N� 1 N� 2 N� 3 N� 4

0°
1 288.23 285.80 283.35 283.35 283.92 − 20.03 − 18.89 − 18.17 − 18.17 − 17.88
2 1555.08 1552.42 1550.37 1550.37 1549.86 − 36.87 − 35.44 − 35.01 − 35.01 − 34.75
3 — 4198.44 4197.98 4197.98 4197.60 — − 152.95 − 152.42 − 152.42 − 152.11

45°
1 156.03 153.48 152.65 152.65 152.85 − 11.73 − 10.33 − 9.74 − 9.74 − 9.35
2 835.78 833.63 832.36 832.36 832.28 − 38.25 − 37.13 − 36.43 − 36.43 − 36.01
3 — 2254.38 2252.97 2252.97 2252.65 — − 193.11 − 192.07 − 192.07 − 191.67

90°
1 60.05 58.36 56.95 56.95 57.06 − 6.35 − 4.98 − 3.68 − 3.68 − 3.04
2 319.45 316.92 315.03 315.03 315.35 − 41.22 − 39.36 − 38.27 − 38.27 − 37.46
3 — 856.22 854.55 854.55 854.97 — − 266.75 − 265.38 − 265.38 − 264.52

Table 4: *e natural frequencies of the non-rotating tapered composite cutter bar with different aspect ratios (ς� 0.01, θ� 0°, and σ � 0.75).

L/d Mode
Natural frequency (Hz) Damping
Present

ANSYS
Present

ANSYS
N� 1 N� 2 N� 3 N� 4 N� 1 N� 2 N� 3 N� 4

10
1 288.23 285.80 283.35 283.35 283.92 − 20.03 − 18.89 − 18.17 − 18.17 − 17.88
2 1555.08 1552.42 1550.37 1550.37 1549.86 − 36.87 − 35.44 − 35.01 − 35.01 − 34.75
3 — 4198.44 4197.98 4197.98 4197.60 — − 152.95 − 152.42 − 152.42 − 152.11

12
1 201.72 198.45 196.99 196.99 196.76 − 14.09 − 13.21 − 12.61 − 12.61 − 12.35
2 1082.34 1079.54 1077.54 1077.54 1077.98 − 25.97 − 24.68 − 24.38 − 24.38 − 24.02
3 — 2929.66 2927.85 2927.85 2928.02 — − 107.83 − 107.11 − 107.11 − 106.77

15
1 129.51 126.99 125.02 125.02 124.69 − 9.06 − 8.47 − 8.07 − 8.07 − 7.73
2 693.79 691.68 689.48 689.48 688.92 − 16.85 − 15.93 − 15.64 − 15.64 − 15.32
3 — 1882.45 1881.65 1881.65 1881.03 — − 69.62 − 69.11 − 69.11 − 68.59

Table 5: *e natural frequencies of the non-rotating tapered composite cutter bar with different taper ratios (ς� 0.01, θ� 0°, L/d� 10).

σ Mode
Natural frequency (Hz) Damping
Present

ANSYS
Present

ANSYS
N� 1 N� 2 N� 3 N� 4 N� 1 N� 2 N� 3 N� 4

1
1 197.69 194.16 192.85 192.85 192.58 − 11.98 − 10.95 − 10.20 − 10.20 − 9.67
2 1120.92 1188.45 1186.79 1186.79 1186.35 − 28.73 − 27.18 − 26.52 − 26.52 − 26.03
3 — 3214.05 3213.02 3213.02 3212.76 — − 143.85 − 143.19 − 143.19 − 142.76

0.75
1 221.65 218.79 216.99 216.99 216.53 − 15.48 − 14.57 − 13.90 − 13.90 − 13.45
2 1213.02 1210.45 1209.01 1209.01 1208.75 − 35.17 − 33.99 − 33.46 − 33.46 − 33.01
3 — 3349.10 3347.52 3347.52 3347.92 — − 167.68 − 166.99 − 166.99 − 166.63

0.5
1 367.43 363.06 362.05 362.05 361.78 − 25.69 − 24.68 − 24.11 − 24.11 − 23.72
2 1656.99 1654.52 1652.83 1652.83 1653.02 − 45.13 − 44.25 − 43.67 − 43.67 − 43.12
3 — 4522.32 4521.27 4521.27 4520.85 — − 196.99 − 196.40 − 196.40 − 196.05
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about 0.45%, and has a maximum value, about 4.28%, at 81°
ply angle. An insignificant amount of reduction in the modal
loss factor is observed in the range of 81°∼90° (about 4.22%
for 90° ply angle). Such behavior is explained by the fact that

the closer the fiber is oriented to 90°, the greater the modal
loss factor is since the transversal specific damping capacity
is greater than that along longitudinal direction (see Table 2).

Figures 7 and 8 show the variation of the modal dissi-
pation factors with the taper and aspect ratios of the tapered
composite cutter bar, respectively. It is clear from Figure 7
that the effect of aspect ratio on the modal dissipation factor
is negligible; this is in agreement with that obtained by
Saravanos et al. [17]. Also, it is shown from Figure 8 that
taper ratio has no obvious effect on the modal dissipation
factor.

3.3. Critical Rotating Speed and Instability 5reshold.
Next, the whirl frequency, the decay rate, the critical rotating
speed, and the instability threshold of a tapered rotating
composite cutter bar are analyzed by using (28). *e lam-
ination scheme and geometric properties of the cutter re-
main the same as previous examples.

Figure 9 shows the effect of internal and external
damping on the first whirl frequency and decay rate of the
tapered composite cutter bar. It can be noted from
Figure 9(a) that, for three cases, namely, without external,
with internal and external damping, and without internal
damping, the difference of these plots is very small. *is
shows the effect of internal and external damping is not

ELEMENTS
1

Figure 4: *e 3D FEM structural model of the tapered composite cutter bar.

Table 6: *e first whirling frequencies (in Hz) of the rotating tapered composite cutter bar with different rotating speeds (ς� 0.01, L/d� 10,
and σ � 0.5).

Rotational speed (rad/s) Mode
θ

0° 45° 90°

ANSYS Present (N� 3) ANSYS Present (N� 3) ANSYS Present (N� 3)

0 BW1 328.76 329.26 176.26 176.81 54.09 54.42
FW1 328.76 329.26 176.26 176.81 54.09 54.42

500 BW1 328.46 329.18 175.80 176.63 53.70 54.37
FW1 329.09 329.35 176.73 176.90 54.49 54.51

1000 BW1 328.14 329.09 175.34 176.44 53.31 54.32
FW1 329.41 329.44 177.19 177.09 54.89 54.59

5000 BW1 327.61 328.41 174.73 175.97 52.27 53.83
FW1 330.96 330.12 178.01 177.68 55.96 55.22

10

8
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2

0

b li
m

 (m
m

)
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Ω (rpm)

Altintas and Budak [14]
Present

Figure 5: Comparing the stability lobe diagrams for the cutter bar
with and without gyroscopic effects.
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important. As shown in Figure 9(a), when the rotating speed
is increased, due to the gyroscopic effect, the whirl fre-
quencies split into the upper and lower frequency branches.
*e intersection point of the line ωd1 � Ω with the lower
frequency branch gives the first critical rotating speed
(342 rad/s). Figure 9(a) is generally known as a Campbell
diagram.

It is seen from Figure 9(b) that internal damping and
external damping have a significant effect on the decay rate
versus rotating speed curves. If the internal damping is not
equal to zero, the decay rate versus rotating speed curves can
be divided into two branches; the decay of the backward
modes is always negative, and this means the motion in-
volving backward modes is stable. *e decay involving the
forward modes is negative at the lower value of Ω and
increases withΩ.*e value ofΩ corresponding to zero decay
is called the instability threshold. For the cases without
external damping and with internal and external damping,
the instability threshold is 352 rad/s and 1415 rad/s, re-
spectively. It is also shown that, for the case without internal
damping, the decay rate becomes a negative constant value;
that is, the decay versus rotating speed curve is a horizontal
line located under the Ω axis; this means that the instability
threshold goes into infinity and the motion is always stable.
In summary, it may be concluded that the action corre-
sponding to external damping is stabilizing, and internal
damping acts as destabilizer for the higher rotating speed.

Figure 10 shows the effect of aspect ratio on the whirl
frequency (Figure 10(a)) and decay rate (Figure 10(b)). From
Figure 10(b), it can be seen that the instability thresholds
corresponding to l/d� 10, 12, and 15 are 50628, 35148, and
22489 rad/s, respectively. Also, the whirl frequencies de-
crease with l/d as shown in Figure 10(a). *e results reveal
that the whirl frequency and instability threshold are

Table 7: *e loss factors of the composite cutter bar by different numbers of mode shape functions (L/d� 10 and σ � 1).

N
θ

0° (%) 45° (%) 90° (%)
1 0.4506 1.1241 4.2203
2 0.4500 1.1236 4.2200
3 0.4500 1.1236 4.2200
4 0.4500 1.1236 4.2200
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Figure 6: Variation of modal loss factor with ply angle (l/d� 10 and
σ � 0.5).
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Figure 7: Variation of modal loss factor with aspect ratio (σ�1).
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Figure 8: Variation of modal loss factor with taper ratio (l/d� 10).
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inversely proportional to aspect ratio. Consequently, the
slenderer the cutter bar is, the greater internal damping is
and the sooner the instability occurs.

Figure 11 shows the effect of ply angle on the whirl
frequency (Figure 11(a)) and decay rate (Figure 11(b)). It
is clear from Figure 11(a) that the whirl frequencies
increase as ply angle decreases and, consequently, the
critical rotating speed increases. *is is because the closer
the fiber is oriented to 0°, the greater the cutter bar

rigidity is and the higher whirl frequencies are (see
Table 2).

In addition, it is evident that the instability thresholds
decrease with ply angle. *e reason is that the larger the ply
angle is, the greater the internal damping is due to the
composite materials and the more likely instability appears
(see Table 2).

Figure 12 shows the effect of taper ratio on the whirl
frequency (Figure 12(a)) and decay rate (Figure 12(b)). *e
whirl frequency and instability threshold of the tapered
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Figure 9: *e effect of internal and external damping on the first whirl frequency and decay rate (l/d� 10, σ � 0.5, and θ� 90°).
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Figure 10: *e effect of aspect ratio on the first whirl frequency and decay rate (ς� 0.01, σ � 0.75, and θ� 0°).
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composite cutter bar are larger than those of the nontapered
composite cutter bar. *e instability thresholds 1169, 1436,
and 1882 rad/s for the nontapered (σ �1) and tapered
composite cutter bars (σ � 0.5 and 0.75) are shown in
Figure 12(b). Moreover, the instability threshold increases as
the taper ratio decreases.

Tables 8–10 summarize the effects of l/d, θ, and σ on the
critical rotating speed and instability threshold. When ply
angle, aspect ratio, or taper ratio increases, the critical

rotating speed decreases. Instabilities occur just after the
critical rotating speed.

3.4. Stability Analysis. In this section, the stability of the
cutting system with a tapered rotating composite cutter bar
is studied.

In the following examples, the lamination scheme,
geometric and composite material properties of the cutter
can be obtained from the previous section. *e cutting
parameters are still from [14].
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Figure 11: *e effect of ply angle on the first whirl frequency and decay rate (ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, and σ � 0.75).
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Figure 12: *e effect of taper ratio on the first whirl frequency and decay rate (ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, and θ� 90°).
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3.4.1. Effect of the Rotation of Cutter Bar. *is section shows
how a cutter bar’s rotation can influence stability of cutting
process.

Figure 13 shows the unstable regions of cutting process
with nonrotating and rotating cutter bar. *e regions
enclosed by the stability lobe diagrams, which are marked in
gray, are the unstable regions, while other parts, which are
marked in white, are the stable regions. Comparing
Figures 13(a) and 13(b) reveals that, for the rotating cutter

bar case, its unstable region is similar to the nonrotating
cutter bar at lower rotating speed and a new chatter unstable
region appears in high speed range due to the presence of
internal damping. *is can be attributed to the combined
effects of internal damping, rotation of the cutter bar, and
regenerative cutting fore. *e unstable region starts at the
rotating speed Ω� 48788 rad/s. *e limit critical cutting
depth of the nonrotating cutter bar is a constant, and the

Table 10: *e effect of taper ratio on critical rotating speed and instability threshold (ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, and θ� 90°).

σ Critical speed (rad/s) Instability threshold (rad/s)
0.25 926 2773
0.50 628 1882
0.75 475 1436
1.00 387 1169
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Figure 13: Unstable regions for milling with nonrotating and rotating composite cutter bar: (a) nonrotating bar case; (b) rotating bar case
(ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, σ � 0.5, and θ� 0°).

Table 8: *e effect of ply angle on critical rotating speed and instability threshold (ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, and σ � 0.75).

θ Critical speed (rad/s) Instability threshold (rad/s)
0° 1809 50628
30° 1382 26225
60° 587 3146
90° 364 1097

Table 9: *e effect of aspect ratio on critical rotating speed and instability threshold (ς� 0.01, σ � 0.75, and θ� 0°).

L/d Critical speed (rad/s) Instability threshold (rad/s)
12 1253 35148
14 919 25823
16 701 19768
18 553 15617
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envelope is horizontal lines. *is minimum blim value is
referred to as the critical value, blim,crit (see Figure 13(a)).

3.4.2. Effect of Internal Damping and External Damping.
In the following example, the influences of internal and
external damping on cutting system are studied.

Figure 14 shows the effect of internal and external
damping on unstable regions. *ree cases, namely, without
external damping (Figure 14(a)), with internal and external
damping (Figure 14(b)), and without internal damping
(Figure 14(c)), are considered. Only when internal damping
is included, whether or not external damping exists, a new
unstable region always appears at high rotating speeds; the
onset rotating speed of this new unstable region is equal to
the instability threshold of the rotating cutter bar. For ex-
ample, as shown in Figures 14(a) and 14(b), these onset
rotating speeds are 352 and 1415 rad/s, respectively. *ese
values are consistent with the critical rotating speed and
instability threshold (see Figure 9). *e depth of cut

corresponding to the start point of unstable region becomes
zero. When internal damping is ignored, no unstable region
is developed at high rotating speed.

3.4.3. Effect of Aspect Ratio. In this section, the effect of
aspect ratio of cutter bar on stability of cutting process is
discussed.

Figure 15 shows the effect of aspect ratio on unstable
regions. It can be seen that the area of new unstable region
in higher speed ranges increases with aspect ratio. *e new
unstable starting points for different aspect ratios corre-
spond to the instability thresholds of the rotating cutter
bar in Figure 10(b). Additionally, it can also be seen that
when aspect ratio increases, the stability diagrams are
lowered, and consequently stable regions decrease in low
speed ranges.

3.4.4. Effect of Ply Angle. Furthermore, the effect of the ply
angle of the layers on cutting stability is analyzed.
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Figure 14: *e effect of internal and external damping on unstable regions: (a) without external damping; (b) with internal and external
damping; (c) without internal damping (l/d� 10, σ � 0.5, and θ� 90°).
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Figure 16 shows the effect of ply angle on unstable re-
gions. As ply angle increases, internal damping increases and
the starting point of new unstable region shifts to the left;
thus cutting instability is more prone to happen in higher
rotating speed ranges. *e onset rotating speed of new
unstable region equals the corresponding instability
threshold of the rotating cutter bar (see Figure 11(b)). It can
also be noted that cutting stability is reduced in lower speed
ranges due to the decrease of cutter bar rigidity with ply
angle.

3.4.5. Effect of Taper Ratio. Moreover, the effect of taper
ratio of cutter bar on cutting stability is studied.

Figure 17 shows the effect of taper ratio on unstable
regions. It is evident that the stability of system in higher
rotating speed is enhanced with the help of cutter bar ta-
pering. *e onset rotating speed of new unstable region is
identical to the instability threshold (see Figure 12(b)).

3.4.6. Effect of Layers Stacking Sequence. In this subsection,
the influence of stacking sequence of the layers on cutting
stability is investigated. In the following example, two

different layup sequences are considered, namely, symmetric
and asymmetric laminates.

Furthermore, the effect of the stacking sequence of the
layers on the stability of the cutting process is analyzed.
Figure 18 shows the stability lobe diagrams for the sym-
metric laminates. *e symmetric laminates have six layers
with two different fiber orientation angles. It is clearly
understood from the results presented in Figure 18 that the
greater the number of the layers that have fiber orientation of
0° is, the more they contribute to cutter bar longitudinal
stiffness and, consequently, the larger stable depths of cut are
in low-speed region. Meanwhile, the less the number of the
layers with fiber orientation of 0° is, the lower the longi-
tudinal damping is due to the composite materials and,
consequently, the later a new instability occurs in high-speed
region.

Figure 19 shows the stability lobe diagrams for the
asymmetric laminates. *e layup for the layers starts from
inside, and there are ten layers with six plies at 0°, two plies at
90°, one ply at 45°, and one ply at − 45°.

*e layers near the outer surface have larger circumfer-
ences and volumes than those near the inner surface of the
cutter bar [22], and they withstand more the bending
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Figure 15: *e effect of aspect ratio on unstable regions: (a) L/d� 10; (b) L/d� 12; (c) L/d� 15 (ς� 0.01, σ � 0.75, and θ� 0°).
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moments from elastic stress and dissipative stress [12]
compared to those layers which are near the inner surface of
the cutter bar; as a result, the outer surface layers control the
stiffness and damping of the cutter bar. *e layers with fiber
orientation of 0° have higher stiffness and lower damping than
other layers, so laying up them near the outer surface in-
creases the stability of cutting system.*us, the configuration
[90°/45°/− 45°/90°/0°6], where the layers with 0° fiber orien-
tation are laid-up on the outer side of the cutter bar, has better
stability than the other configurations in Figure 19. In the
configuration [0°6/90°/45°/− 45°/90°] the layers that have fiber
orientation of 0° are laid up on the inner side of the cutter bar.
*is configuration has the lowest longitudinal stiffness and
the highest longitudinal damping, so the corresponding
cutting system is most instable, as shown in Figure 19.

*e onset rotating speeds of new unstable region for
different symmetric laminates with variable taper ratios and
aspect ratios are presented in Tables 11 and 12.

*e onset rotating speeds of new unstable region for
different asymmetric laminates with variable taper ratios and
aspect ratios are presented in Tables 13 and 14.

It can be observed from Tables 11 and 12 that the dif-
ference between the onset rotating speeds of different
configurations for symmetric laminates is almost kept in-
variable when increasing the aspect ratio or taper ratio. For
example, for L/d� 12, 14, and 16, the differences in the onset
rotating speeds between configurations A and C are 180%,
180%, 181%, and 181%. For σ � 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1, the
differences in the onset rotating speeds between configu-
rations A and C are 177%, 179%, 179%, and 180%. However,
for asymmetric laminates as shown in Tables 13 and 14,
when increasing the aspect ratio or taper ratio, the difference
between the onset rotating speeds of configurations A and E
is variable. But these changes seem to be irregular.

3.4.7. Comparison of the Frequency Domain with Time-
Domain Solutions. In this subsection, the prediction results
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Figure 16: *e effect of ply angle on unstable regions: (a) θ� 0°; (b) θ� 45°; (c) θ� 90° (ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, and σ � 0.75).
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Figure 17: *e effect of taper ratio on unstable regions: (a) σ � 1; (b) σ � 0.75; (c) σ � 0.5(ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, and θ� 90°).
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of cutting stability by the frequency domain method are
compared with those by the time domain simulation.

Figure 20 shows the positions of four points in the
parameter plane (blimΩ) (Figure 20(a)) and the corre-
sponding time domain response curves (Figures 20(b)–
20(e)). *e parameter values at these points are given in
Table 15. It can be seen that the time responses related to
points 2 and 4 inside the unstable regions are the chatter
vibrations, while the time responses related to points 1 and 3
outside the unstable regions decrease with time. *e pre-
diction results of stability based on frequency domain so-
lution fit well with the prediction results from time domain
solution.

3.4.8. Convergence of Results. *e examples of convergence
study of the stability lobes are given in Figures 21 and 22 and
Table 16. It is seen that the convergence of the stability lobes
is good with respect toN, andN� 3 are found to be adequate
for convergence. So, in this section, all results have been
obtained by three mode shape functions.

4. Conclusions

A dynamic model of the cutting process with a rotating
tapered composite cutter bar is developed in this paper.
Internal damping, external damping, and regenerative
(delay) effects are included in the model. *e internal
damping of the cutter bar is modelled based on the visco-
elastic constitutive equation of composite as well as an

Table 12: *e onset rotating speeds (in rad/s) of new unstable region for different symmetric laminates with variable taper ratios (ς� 0.01
and l/d� 10).

Configuration Sequence
σ

0.25 0.5 0.75 1
A [90°/90°/0°]s 39881 24475 17934 14459
B [0°/90°/0°/0°/90°/0°] 78516 48319 35495 28715
C [0°]6 110506 68237 50141 40571

Table 13:*e onset rotating speeds (in rad/s) of new unstable region for different asymmetric laminates with variable aspect ratios (ς� 0.01
and σ � 0.75).

Configuration Sequence
L/d

12 14 16 18
A [0°6/90°/45°/− 45°/90°] 25523 19575 15033 11904
B [90°/0°6/45°/− 45°/90°] 28651 22033 16922 13400
C [90°/45°/0°6/− 45°/90°] 31535 24311 18673 14787
D [90°/45°/− 45°/0°6/90°] 33264 26772 20564 16286
E [90°/45°/− 45°/90°/0°6] 35956 29892 22962 18185

Table 14: *e onset rotating speeds (in rad/s) of new unstable region for different asymmetric laminates with variable taper ratios (ς� 0.01
and l/d� 10).

Configuration Sequence
σ

0.25 0.5 0.75 1
A [0°6/90°/45°/− 45°/90°] 57945 38276 27500 24043
B [90°/0°6/45°/− 45°/90°] 64733 42905 29827 26194
C [90°/45°/0°6/− 45°/90°] 70958 47180 32898 29115
D [90°/45°/− 45°/0°6/90°] 77564 51766 34876 31287
E [90°/45°/− 45°/90°/0°6] 85691 57514 37956 34352

Table 11: *e onset rotating speeds (in rad/s) of new unstable region for different symmetric laminates with variable aspect ratios (ς� 0.01
and σ � 0.75).

Configuration Sequence
L/d

12 14 16 18
A [90°/90°/0°]s 16298 12009 9212 7288
B [0°/90°/0°/0°/90°/0°] 32269 23803 18272 14464
C [0°]6 45594 33651 25843 20464
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energy approach. Taking no account of shear deformation,
the equations of motion are derived with the aid of Hamilton
principal and discretized by using Galerkin method. *e
modal loss factor, critical rotating speed, and instability
threshold are determined.*e frequency domain solution of

stability by Altintas and Budak [14] is extended and used in
the stability of the present cutting system.

*e main results of this study were as follows: (1) Ply
angle has a significant effect on the modal loss factor of
composite cutter bar, while the aspect ratio and taper ratio
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Figure 20: Comparison of the frequency domain with time domain solutions of cutting stability: (a) unstable region; (b) the time response
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have an insignificant effect, which can be neglected. (2) Rotation and internal damping are two important factors
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Figure 21: *e effect of the numbers of mode shape functions on the stability lobes (nonrotating bar, ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, σ � 1, and θ� 45°).

Table 15: Process parameters according to the points in Figure 20(a).

No. Rotating speed (rad/s) Depth of cut (mm)
1 1500 0.05
2 1500 0.8
3 50000 0.8
4 50000 0.05
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Figure 22: *e effect of the numbers of mode shape functions on the stability lobes (rotating bar, ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, σ � 1, and θ� 45°).

Table 16: *e effect of the numbers of mode shape functions on blim,crit (nonrotating bar, ς� 0.01, l/d� 10, σ � 1, and θ� 45°).

N 1 2 3 4
blim,crit (mm) 0.01891 0.01454 0.01453 0.01453
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affecting chatter stability of the cutting process. *e effect of
internal damping can be captured only if the rotation of the
cutter bar is taken into consideration. (3) Chatter instability
only occurs in low-speed regions, while the cutting process is
stable in high-speed regions without considering rotating of
cutter bar. (4) If both the rotation of the cutter bar and
internal damping are taken into consideration, a new chatter
instability appears in high-speed regions during the cutting
process. (5) In absence of external damping, the onset ro-
tating speed of this new unstable regions equals the critical
rotating speed of the cutter bar; in presence of external
damping, the rotating speed at this new chatter staring point
equals the instability threshold of rotating cutter bar, which
is greater than the critical rotating speed. (6) In absence of
internal damping, no chatter occurs in high-speed regions
during the cutting process since the instability threshold
approaches infinity. (7)*e rotating speed at the new chatter
staring point drops with the increase of l/d, θ, or σ. (8)
Stacking the layers that have high longitudinal stiffness and
low longitudinal damping near the outer surface of the
composite cutter bar increases the stability of cutting
process.

Appendix

The Expressions for Q11 and ηij

*e formulas for calculating Q11 [15] are

Q11 � C11cos
4 θ + C22sin

4 θ + 2 C12 + 2C66( sin2 θ cos2 θ.

(A.1)

Cij are known functions of the layer material parameters.
θ represents ply angle. ηij can be obtained as follows:

ηij  � [T]
− 1

η1
η2

0

η4
η5

η6

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

[T]. (A.2)

where ηj represents damping parameters.
*e transformation matrix [T] can be written as

[T] �

cos2 θ sin2 θ 0 0 0 2 cos θ sin θ

sin2 θ cos2 θ 0 0 0 − 2 cos θ sin θ

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 cos θ − sin θ 0

0 0 0 sin θ cos θ 0

− cos θ sin θ cos θ sin θ 0 0 0 cos2 θ − sin2 θ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

.
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